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In our previous paper (SIAM J. Math. Anal. 28 (1997), 381388), we showed
that the qualitative properties of a MorseSmale gradient-like flow are preserved by
its discretization mapping obtained via numerical methods. In this paper, we extend
the result to flows which satisfy Axiom A and the strong transversality condition.
We prove that if p2, 8t is a C p+1 flow on a compact manifold satisfying Axiom
A and the strong transversality condition, and N h is a numerical method of step
size h and order p, then for all sufficiently small h, there are a homeomorphism Hh
and a continuous real-valued function {h on M such that Hh b 8h+h{h(x)(x)=
Nh b Hh(x) and Hh is O(h p)-close to the identity map on M.  1997 Academic Press
1. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF THEOREMS
First of all, we introduce notations and basic definitions.
Let M be a smooth manifold with a distance d arising from the Riemannian
metric. A flow on M is a map 8 : R_M  M that has the group property
8(s, 8(t, x))=8(s+t, x). We write 8(t, x)=8t(x).
A compact invariant set 0 for a flow 8t on M has a hyperbolic structure
if TM |0 , the restriction of the tangent bundle TM of M to 0, has two
continuous subbundles Es and Eu such that TM | 0=(EuEsEc) | 0 ,
where Ec is the span of the vector field X induced by the flow 8t, and if
there exist +>0 and C>1 such that, for any x # M and for all t0,
D8txE
_(x)=E_(8t(x)) for _=u, s, c,
|D8&tx v
u|Ce&+t |vu| for vu # Eu(x),
and
|D8txv
s|Ce&+t |vs| for vs # Es(x).
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The stable manifold of x is the set W s(x, 8t)=W s(x)=[ y # M : d(8t(x),
8t( y))  0 as t  ]. The unstable manifold of x is the set W u(x, 8t)=
W u(x)=[ y # M : d(8t(x), 8t( y))  0 as t  &]. The orbit of x is the
set O(x)=[8t(x) : &<t<]. For _=s, u, let W w_(x)= [W _( y) :
y # O(x)].
A point x lies on a closed orbit of 8t if 8t(x)=x for some t>0. A point
x is a fixed point of 8t if 8t(x)=x for all t. A point x is nonwandering for
8t if for every neighborhood U of x we have U & t=1 8
t(U){o% . Let
0(8t) denote the set of all nonwandering points of 8t.
A flow 8t satisfies Axiom A if the closed orbits of 8t are dense in
0(8t) and 0(8t) has a hyperbolic structure. If 8t satisfies Axiom A, then
W ws(x) and W wu(x) are injectively immersed submanifolds for all points
x # M (see [6]). Such a flow satisfies the strong transversality condition if
TxW ws(x)+TxW wu(x)=TxM for all x # M.
Definition 1. For p0, let 8t be a C p+1 flow on M. A C p+1 function
N : R_M  M is called a numerical method of order p for 8t if there are
constants K1>0 and h0>0 such that d(8(h, x), N(h, x))K1 h p+1 for all
h # [0, h0] and x # M. We call h a stepsize of N(h, } ). We also write
N(h, x)=Nh(x).
Let M be compact and dC1 be a distance in the set of C1 diffeomorphisms
on M with the strong topology. It is not difficult to show that for all h
small Nh is a diffeomorphism on M and dC1(8h, Nh)K2 h p for some
K2>0 (see [8]).
Numerical methods arise from computer simulation and numerical
approximation. For instance, all the conditions above are easily verified for
RungeKutta methods of order p2 (see [2]).
Now we state our main theorem.
Theorem 1. Let M be a smooth compact manifold without boundary,
p2, let 8t be a C p+1 flow satisfying Axiom A and the transversality
condition, and let N be a numerical method of order p for 8t. Then there
is a positive constant K and, for all sufficiently small h, there are a homeo-
morphism Hh and a continuous real-valued function {h on M such that
Hh b 8h+h{h(x)(x)=N h b Hh(x) and max[d(Hh(x), x), |{h(x)|]Kh p for all
x # M.
Modifying the proof of Theorem 1 as done in [8], we have the following
result. In order to avoid the same argument, we will omit the modification
in this paper.
Theorem 2. Let M$ be a smooth manifold and M be a compact subset
of M$ with closure(interior(M ))=M. For p2, let 8t be a C p+1 flow on
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M$ satisfying Axiom A and the transversality condition such that M is
positively invariant for 8t and the nonwandering set of 8t restricted to M,
0(8t |M), is contained in the interior of M. Let N be a numerical method
of order p for 8t. Then there is a constant K>0 and, for all sufficiently
small h, there exists a homeomorphism Hh from M to Hh(M )/M$ and a
continuous real-valued function {h on M such that Hh b 8h+h{h(x)(x)=
Nh b Hh(x) and max[d(Hh(x), x), |{h(x)|]Kh p for all x # M. For example,
take M$=Rn and M=Dn, a closed disk in Rn.
Remark 1. In both theorems, the function Hh conjugates from 8h+h{h
to Nh, and h+h{h stands for a reparameterization of the flow 8t. In [8],
following the work of Garay [5], MorseSmale differential systems
without periodic orbits were considered, and we showed that for all suf-
ficiently small h, the time-h map 8h of the induced flow and a numerical
method Nh of stepsize h and order p are conjugated by a homeomorphism
Hh such that Hh b 8h=N h b Hh . Therein, no reparameterization of the flow
8t is necessary. It is well known that hyperbolic periodic orbits persist
under numerical methods (see [3, 11]). More precisely, if 8t has a hyper-
bolic orbit, # then for all small h, there is a unique Nh- invariant embedded
circle #h near #. Note that the rotation numbers of 8t | # and Nh | #h might
be different, and so we need a reparameterization of the flow 8t (not N h
since it is discrete) for the general case. Pugh and Shub [11] showed that
a hyperbolic periodic solution of an ordinary differential equation persists
as an invariant embedded circle for small discrete perturbations of the
time-h map of the flow. In their sketch of the proof, the reparameteriza-
tion is not explicitly expressed because they use the invariant manifold
theory of [7]. See also Braun and Hershenov [3] for stability of periodic
solutions.
As in [1215], in order to prove that the function Hh is one-to-one, we
need the definitions of d8 -Lipschitz functions, vector fields, and sub-
bundles, due to Robbin [12].
For x, y # M, define d8(x, y)=sup[d(8s(x), 8s( y)) : s # R]. Then d8 is a
metric on the manifold M.
Let X0(M ) be the set of continuous vector fields on M with a norm & }&0 .
A vector field v # X0(M ) is d8-Lipschitz if there is a least positive constant
4(v) such that |v(x)&v( y)|4(v) d8(x, y) for all x, y # M. Let X8(M ) be
the set of d8-Lipschitz vector fields on M and &v&8=max[&v&0 , 4(v)].
Then & }&8 is a norm as shown in [12].
Let C0(M, R) be the set of continuous real-valued functions on M with
a norm & }&0 . A function # # C0(M, R) is d8-Lipschitz if there is a least
positive constant 4(#) such that |#(x)&#( y)|4(#) d8(x, y) for all x,
y # M. Let C8(M, R) be the set of d8-Lipschitz real-valued functions on M
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and &#&8=max[&#&0 , 4(#)]. For v # X8(M ) and # # C8(M, R), we write
4(v, #)=max[4(v), 4(#)].
A subbundle E/TM is d8-Lipschitz if there is a least positive constant
4(E) such that |E(x)&E( y)|4(E) d8(x, y), where |E(x)&E( y)| is an
appropriate distance function between Euclidean spaces.
In this paper, we prove the result by solving a functional equation by the
means of the implicit function theorem. This method has been used to prove
stability theorems in several papers, such as [9, 1215]. We now sketch
the proof of Theorem 1. The goal is to solve the equation H b 8h+h{(x)=
Nh b H(x) for a homeomorphism H on M and a continuous real-valued
function { on M. We divide the proof into three steps:
First, for v # X0(M ) and { # C0(M, R), let
Gh(v, {)=v&T8&h b v b 8h&h{X,
Qh(v, {)=exp&1 b N &h b exp v b 8h+h{&T8&h b v b 8h&h{X,
where
X(x)=
d8t
dt
(x) } t=0
for all x # M is the tangent vector field generated by the flow 8t. We shall
construct a right inverse Jh of Gh , i.e., Gh Jh(v)=v.
Second, define 3h : X0(M )_C0(M, R)  X0(M )_C0(M, R) by
3h(v, {)=JhQh(v, {).
We will prove that 3h is a contraction and apply the contraction mapping
theorem to 3h so that it has a fixed point (vh , {h). We show that this fixed
point (vh , {h) is a solution of the equation Gh(v, {)=Qh(v, {) as follows:
Gh(vh , {h)=Gh 3h(vh , {h)=Gh JhQh(vh , {h)=Qh(vh , {h).
From the definitions of Gh and Qh , we get that vh(x)=exp&1 b N&h b
exp vh b 8h+h{h(x)(x), and so exp vh b 8h+h{h(x)(x)=Nh b exp vh(x). Define
Hh(x)=exp vh(x) for x # M. Therefore, Hh b 8h+h{h(x)(x)=N h b Hh(x).
Finally, we will prove that vh is d8 -Lipschitz small and conclude that Hh
is one-to-one.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The proof we present here is related to the proofs of Moser in [9] for
Anosov flows and Robinson in [14] for structural stability of C1 flows
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satisfying Axiom A and the strong transversality condition. See also
Robinson [13].
From the definition of a discretization mapping of order p, Nh is
O(h p+1) C0-close to the time-h map 8h. By the Taylor expansion at h=0,
we can show that for all h small enough Nh is a diffeomorphism on M and
dC1(8h, N h)K2h p for some K2>0 (see [8]).
We recall some classical properties in [16]. Because 8t satisfies Axiom A,
there is a spectral decomposition of the nonwandering set 0(8t)=
01 _ } } } _ 0m , where the 0i are pairwise disjoint and each 0i is closed,
invariant, and topologically transitive. Since 8t satisfies the strong transver-
sality condition, there is a partial ordering among these sets 0i defined by
0i0j if and only if W u(0i) & W s(0j){o% . We can extend this partial
ordering to a total ordering and reindex the sets such that if W u(0i) &
W s(0j){o% then ij. Let TM | 0(8t)=(EuEsEc) |0(8t) be the hyperbolic
invariant splitting for the flow 8t on 0(8t). Note that TM |0i=(E
uEs) |0i
if 0i is a fixed point of 8t.
As in [13, 14] (see also [12, 15] for diffeomorphisms), there are
neighborhoods Ui of 0i , i=1,..., m, and compatible families of stable,
unstable, and center subbundles [E_i (x)/TxM : x # O(Ui)], _=s, u. That
is, for i, j=1, ..., m,
1. Ui & Uj=o% for i{j.
2. E ui | 0i=E
u |0i , E
s
i | 0i=E
s |0i , and E
c
i |M=E
c | M .
3. TM |O(Ui)=(E
u
i E
s
i E
c
i ) | O(Ui) .
4. E ui and E
s
i are T8
t-invariant.
5. E ui (x)#E uj (x) and E si(x)/E sj(x) if 1i<j and x # O+(Ui) &
O&(Uj).
6. There is a Riemannian metric and a constant +>0 such that
&T8&t b vu b 8t&0e&+t &vu&0 and &T8t b vs b 8&t&0e&+t &vs&0 for vu # E ui |Ui ,
vs # E si | Ui , and 0t2.
7. E ui and E
s
i are d8 -Lipschitz.
Let %i be a C partition of unity subordinate to the cover [O(Ui)]mi=1
of M. For v # X0(M ), we write %i v=vui +v
s
i +v
c
i , where v
_
i is a section of E
_
i
for _=u, s, c. Now define
J uhi : X
0(M )  X0(M ),
J shi : X
0(M )  X0(M ),
and
J chi : X
0(M )  C0(M, R)
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by
J uhi (v(x))= :

n=0
T8&nhvui 8
nh(x),
J shi (v(x))= :

n=1
T8nhvsi 8
&nh(x),
and
J chi (v(x))=
&1
h |X(x)| 2
(X(x), vci (x)) ,
where ( , ) is the inner product on each tangent space. Let Jhi=
(J uhi+J
s
hi)J
c
hi and Jh=
m
i=1 Jhi .
In [8], we showed that the two infinite series defining J uhi and J
s
hi con-
verge uniformly and that the norms of linear maps J uhi and J
s
hi are bounded
by O(h&1). From the definition of J chi , it is clear that &J
c
hi&0O(h
&1) in
the case where 4i is not a fixed point (also J chi (v)=0 when 4i is a fixed
point). Thus Jh is a well-defined continuous linear map from X0(M ) into
X0(M )C0(M, R) with norm &Jh&0K3h&1 for some K3>0. We check
that Jh is actually a right inverse of Gh , i.e., GhJh(v)=v, where Gh(v, {)=
v&T8&hv8h&h{X, as follows:
Gh b Jh : X0(M )  X0(M )C0(M, R)  X0(M )
and
Gh Jh(v)
=Gh \ :
m
i=1
Jhi (v)+=Gh \ :
m
i=1
(J uhi (v)+J
s
hi (v)), :
m
i=1
J chi (v)+
= :
m
i=1
(J uhi (v)+J
s
hi (v))&T8
&h :
m
i=1
(J uhi (v)+J
s
hi (v)) 8
h&h :
m
i=1
J chi (v) X
= :
m
i=1
(J uhi (v)+J
s
hi (v)&T8
&h(J uhi (v)+J
s
hi (v)) 8
h&hJ chi (v) X)
= :
m
i=1 { :

n=0
T8&nhvui 8
nh& :

n=1
T8nhvsi8
&nh& :

n=0
T8&(n+1) hvui 8
(n+1) h
+ :

n=1
T8 (n&1) hvsi8
&(n&1) h&h
&1
h |X(x)|2
<X(x), vci (x)>X=
= :
m
i=1
(vui +v
s
i +v
c
i )=v.
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Now we study the nonlinear operator
Qh(v, {)=exp&1 b N &h b exp v b 8h+h{&T8&h b v b 8h&h{X.
We need estimates on Qh so that we can later show that 3h=JhQh is a
contraction.
Lemma 1. There exist K4>0 and $>0 such that for all v, v$ # X0(M )
and {, {$ # C0(M, R) with &v&0 , &v$&0 , |{|, |{$|<$,
&Qh(v, {)&Qh(v$, {$)&0(dC1(Nh, 8h)+K4 max[&v&0 , &v$&0 , |{|, |{$|])
} (&v&v$&0+|{&{$| )
and
&Qh(v, {)&0(dC1(N h, 8h)+K4 max[&v&0 , |{|]) } (&v&0+|{| )+dC0(N h, 8h).
Proof. Because 8h and Nh are C p+1 with p2, the differentiability
properties of composition (see [4]) and the smoothness of evaluation maps
(see [1]) give us that Qh is C2, and so there exist K4>0 and $>0 such
that &D2Qh(v, {)&0K4 for all &v&0 , |{|<$. By the mean value theorem,
we have, for all &v&0 , &v$&0 , |{|, |{$|<$,
&Qh(v, {)&Qh(v$, {$)&0
sup[&D1Qh(v*, {)&0 &v&v$&0+&D2 Qh(v*, {*)&0 |{&{$|]
sup[&D1Qh(0, {)&0+&D11Qh(v*, {)&0 &v*&0] &v&v$&0
+sup[&D2Qh(v*, 0)&0+&D22 Qh(v*, {*)&0 |{*|] |{&{$|
sup[&D1Qh(0, 0)&0+&D12Qh(0, {*)&0 |{|+&D11Qh(v*, {)&0 &v*&0]
_&v&v$&0+sup[&D2Qh(0, 0)&0+&D12Qh(v*, 0)&0 &v*&0
+&D22Qh(v*, {*)&0 |{*|] |{&{$|
(dC1(N h, 8h)+K4 max[&v&0 , &v$&0 , |{|, |{$| )] } (&v&v$&0+|{&{$| ),
where the supremums are taken over all v* and {* with &v*&0 , |{*|<$
which are different for different appearance.
The second statement follows from &Qh(0, 0)&0=&exp &1x b N
h b 8&h(x)&0
=dC0(Nh, 8h). K
For =>0, we denote
X0= (M )=[v # X
0(M ) : &v&0=]
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and
C0= (M, R)=[{ # C
0(M, R) : |{|=].
Define 3h : X0(M )_C0(M, R)  X0(M )_C0(M, R) by
3h(v, {)=JhQh(v, {).
Now we show 3h is a contraction.
Proposition 1.There is a positive constant K such that, for all h sufficiently
small, 3h is a contraction and preserves the space X0Khp(M )_C
0
Khp(M, R).
Proof. Choose a suitable K>0 such that, for all sufficiently small h and
all (v, {), (v$, {$) # X0(M )_C0(M, R) with &v&0 , &v$&0 , |{|, |{$|<Kh p,
Kh p<$,
K3h&1(K2h p+1+K4Kh p)< 12 ,
and
K3h&1(K2h p+12Kh p+K4Kh p2Kh p+K1h p+1)Kh p.
From the previous lemma and the facts dC0(8h, N h)  K1h p+1,
dC1(8h, N h)K2h p, and &Jh&0K3h&1, we have, for all (v, {), (v$, {$) #
X0Khp(M )_C
0
Khp(M, R),
&3h(v, {)&3h(v$, {$)&0&Jh&0 &Qh(v, {)&Qh(v$, {$)&0
K3h&1(K2h p+1+K4Kh p)(&v&v$&0+|{&{$| )
 12 (&v&v$&0+|{&{$| )
and
&3h(v, {)&0&Jh&0 &Qh(v, {)&0
K3h&1(K2h p+12Kh p+K4Kh p2Kh p+K1h p+1)Kh p.
Thus the result follows. K
By the contraction mapping theorem, for all h sufficiently small, 3h has
a unique fixed point (vh , {h) in X0Khp(M )_C
0
Khp(M, R). Define Hh(x)=
exp vh(x) for all x # M. Then Hh b 8h+h{h(x)(x)=Nh b Hh(x). Since vh
is continuous, Hh is continuous. For (x, t) # M_[0, 1], define F(x, t)=
exp tvh(x). Then F is a continuous map such that F(x, 0)=x and F(x, 1)=
exp vh(x)=Hh(x). Therefore, Hh is homotopic to the identity map on M,
Hh is of degree one and hence onto (see [10]). On the other hand,
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max[dC0(Hh , idM), |{h |]=max[&vh&0 , |{h |]Kh p. It remains to show
that Hh is one to one.
In [8], we proved that 4(J uhi (v)+J
s
hi (v)) is bounded by O(h
&1)
(4(vui +v
s
i )+&v
u
i +v
s
i &0). It is obvious that 4(J
c
hi (v))O(h
&1)(4(vci )+
&vci &0). Thus there exists K5>0 such that 4(Jh(v))K5h
&1(4(v)+&v&0)
for all v # X8(M ).
We also need to estimate the Lipschitz size of Qh(v, {).
Lemma 2. For (v, {) # X8(M )_C8(M, R),
4(Qh(v, {))2(dC1(Nh, 8h)+K4 max[&v&0 , |{|])(1+max[4(v), 4({)]).
Proof. By the mean value theorem,
|Qh(v(x), {(x))&Qh(v( y), {( y))|
sup &D1Qh(v*, {*)&0 } d(v b 8&h(x), v b 8&h( y))
+sup &D2Qh(v*, {*)&0 } d({ b 8&h(x), { b 8&h( y))
(dC1(Nh, 8h)+K4 &v&0) } (d(8&h(x), 8&h( y))
+|v b 8&h(x)&v b 8&h( y)| )
+(dC1(Nh, 8h)+K4 |{| ) } (d(8&h(x), 8&h( y))
+|{ b 8&h(x)&{ b 8&h( y)| )
(dC1(Nh, 8h)+K4&v&0)(d8(x, y)+4(v) d8(x, y)]
+(dC1(Nh, 8h)+K4 |{| )(d8(x, y)+4({) d8(x, y))
2(dC1(Nh, 8h)+K4 max[&v&0 , |{|])
_(1+max[4(v), 4({)]) d8(x, y). K
Similarly to X0=(M ) and C
0
=(M, R), for =>0, we write
X8= (M )=[v # X
8(M ) : 4(v)=]
C8= (M, R)=[{ # C
8(M, R) : 4({)=].
Proposition 2. There is a positive constant K7 such that 3h preserves
the space (X0Khp(M ) & X
8
K7h
p&1(M ))_(C0Khp(M, R) & C
8
K7 h
p&1(M, R)).
Proof. Choose a constant K7>0 such that
K5h&1[2(K2h p+1+K4Kh p)(1+K7h p&1)
+(K2 h p+1+K4Kh p) 2Kh p+K1 h p+1]
K7h p&1.
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Let (v, {) # (X0Khp(M ) & X
8
K7h
p&1(M ))_(C0Khp(M, R) & C
8
K7h
p&1(M, R)), then
4(3h(v, {))4(JhQh(v, {))
K5h&1(4(Qh(v, {))+&Qh(v, {)&0)
K5h&1[2(K2 h p+1+K4Kh p)(1+K7h p&1)
+(K2 h p+1+K4Kh p) 2Kh p+K1 h p+1]
K7h p&1. K
As in [8], it is not difficult to show that for the fixed point (vh , {h), we
have vh # X8K7hp&1(M )
In oder to prove Hh is one-to-one, we need a distance due to Robinson,
[14]. Fix a small neighborhood V0 of the fixed points of the flow 8t.
For y # M, let A( y, V0) be the set of C1 functions : : R  R with
:(0)=0, :$(t)>0 for all t, and :$(t)=1 when 8:(t)( y) # V0 . Let &:(x, y)=
sup[d(8t(x), 8:(t)( y)) : t # R] and &(x, y)=inf[&:(x, y) : : # A( y, V0)]. So
defined, & is metrically equivalent to d8 , i.e. there exist B>0 and $>0 such
that if &(x, y) 12$ then &(x, y)d8(x, y)B&(x, y) (see Proposition 2.2 of
[14]).
In the following proposition, we adapt the proof of Theorem 2.3 of [14]
to show that Hh is one-to-one and hence complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Proposition 3. For all h sufficiently small, Hh is one-to-one.
Proof. Take V0 , B and $ as above. Let #h : Z_M  R such that
#h(1, x)=h+h{h(x) and Hh b 8#h(n, x)(x)=N nh b Hh(x) for all x # M and
n # Z. If Hh( p)=Hh(q) then Hh(8#h(n, p)( p))=Nnh(Hh( p))=N nh(Hh(q))=
Hh(8#h(n, q)(q)) for all n # Z. From the definition of Jh , we have that
Jh(v(x))=0 on the the fixed points of 8 and so {h(x) equal to zero near
fixed points. Therefore, we can extend #h=#h(n, x) on Z_M to #h=
#h(t, x) on R_M such that #$h(t, x)=1 when 8
#h(t, x)(x) # V0 . Because
#h(t, p) is an increasing function of t, there is an :h(s) with :h(0)=0
such that if sn=#h(n, p) then :h(sn)=#h(n, q) for all n # Z, and so
Hh b 8sn( p)=Hh b 8:h(sn)(q). Because both #$h(t, p)=1=#$h(t, q) when
8#h(t, p)( p), 8#h(t, q)(q) # V0 , we get that for 8:h(s)(q) # V0 , :$h(s)=1 where
s=#h(t, p). Consider h sufficiently small so that &:h( p, q)
1
2 $. Take n0
such that d(8sn0( p), 8:h(sn0)(q)) 12&:h( p, q)=
1
2&;h(8
sn0( p), 8:h(sn0)(q)), where
sn0=#h(n0 , p), :h(sn0)=#h(n0 , q), and ;h(t)=:h(t+sn0)&:h(sn0). Let p =
8#h(n0 , p)( p) and q =8#h(n0 , q)(q). Then d( p , q ) 12 &;h( p , q ) and &( p , q )
1
2 $.
Applying the metrical equivalence stated above, we have
d8( p , q )B&( p , q )B&;h( p , q )2Bd( p , q ).
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By Lemma 2.3 of [12], there is a constant a>0 such that
ad( p , q )&|vh( p )&vh(q )|d(exp(vh( p )), exp(vh(q ))).
Thus
0=d(Hh( p ), Hh(q ))
ad( p , q )&|vh( p )&vh(q )|
ad( p , q )&4(vh) d8( p , q )
ad( p , q )&K7h p&12Bd( p , q )
(a&K7h p&12B) d( p , q ).
Take h small enough so that a&K7h p&12B>0. Then d( p , q )=0 and
p =q . Therefore p and q are on the same orbit of 8t. Exponentiating
(E ui +E
s
i )| O(x) forms transversal disks along the orbit O(x). But transversal
disks are disjoint for two nearby points on the same orbit. Thus p=q. This
shows that Hh is one-to-one. K
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